
 
 

 

 

CAPAGE.eu Website User Guide 

Terms of Use 

CAPAGE.eu is an open, public, and free website. It is created and maintained in an EU co-funded 

CAPAGE -project. The CAPAGE -project is a partnership between University of Applied Sciences FH-

Joanneum (Austria), Santa Maria Health School (Portugal), The University of A Coruña (Spain), JAMK 

University of Applied Sciences (Finland), University of Peradeniya (Sri Lanka), University of Jaffna (Sri 

Lanka), General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University (Sri Lanka), University of Colombo (Sri Lanka), 

Eastern University (Sri Lanka), and University of Ruhuna (Sri Lanka). 

The use of the CAPAGE.eu is free website and doesn’t require user registration. 

Website Usage 

The ownership and intellectual property rights of the content on CAPAGE.eu belong to those 
responsible for its development and maintenance (CAPAGE -consortium), unless otherwise stated. 
Users have the right to use the website and its openly available ancillary services according to these 
terms of use. 

Content published on CAPAGE.eu or its ancillary services may be used for non-commercial purposes 
without separate permission, provided that the content producer or copyright owner is credited 
(hereinafter referred to as User Rights and Responsibilities). However, this does not apply to 
copyrighted material such as images or other protected content. Saving, distributing, or copying such 
material from the website is prohibited without separate permission. 

The usage guidelines of CAPAGE.eu do not apply to websites accessible through links and connections 
on the site. 

User Rights and Responsibilities 

Materials and content on the website are public and visible to all visitors. 

The free utilization and use of material brought to CAPAGE.eu for non-commercial purposes require 
acknowledgment of the content producer either by attaching the content page's URL or a hyperlink 
to the shared content or by adding the content producer according to good citation practice to the 
shared content's reference list. 

CAPAGE.eu is not used for advertising or marketing purposes or for distributing paid products or 
services that are not freely available to other users. 

 



 
 

 

 

Administrators' Rights and Responsibilities 

Administrators are only responsible for the content they produce and its accuracy. They do not 
assume responsibility for direct or indirect damages resulting from the use or interpretation of the 
information and materials contained on the website. Administrators are not responsible for any 
errors or deficiencies in the materials on the website or for the content, materials, and services 
provided by third parties linked to or from CAPAGE.eu. 

Administrators are not responsible for interruptions in the website's use or operation that may occur 
during maintenance, nor for technical faults or possible disruptions in telecommunications and 
internet connections. They are not liable for damages resulting from the operation or non-operation 
of the web service, or for damages resulting from extraordinary impediments to providing the service. 
The rights to all computer programs used belong to their respective license holders. 

Changes to the Website and its Functions 

Administrators have the right to modify and change the website and its functions as needed for 
further development, as well as these terms of use. They may add, modify, or remove parts of the 
website or partially or entirely close the site. Administrators strive to inform users in advance of 
significant changes or disruptions related to the website. 

Resolution of Conflicts and Disputes 

Any potential conflicts or disputes related to the use of the website will primarily be resolved through 
negotiations between the parties. The data necessary for appropriate legal action will be transmitted 
to legal representatives, authorities, and other public bodies such as the Equal Treatment 
Commission or courts. 


